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Show Season Ahead - Each year we 
make our pilgrimage to the country’s 
top sports shows. (see our Facebook 
page - there’s a direct link on our web-
site). We get to meet you all, face-to-
face, and to share our great trips with 
you.  But show season also results in 
our schedule filling rapidly, leaving fewer 
open dates.  A good problem for us, but 
it sometimes disappoints anglers whose 

first-choice date may be unavailable...So. 

� Reserve Your Dates Early - Now 
is the best time to get the best selection 
of dates for next season, especially for 
group dates.  Lots of options are still 
available now, but by late March we’re 

typically booked 18 months ahead. 
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. This has provided a major logistical, operation-
al and scheduling benefit to both our Fly-in Floating Bungalow op-
eration and our Picapau Lodge Multi-Species Variety Trip. Previ-
ously, both operations shared a single staff and a single set of re-

sources, meaning, of course, that only one could operate at a 
time.  No longer!  Two completely independent teams and 
two independent sets of boats and resources now allow our 
Floating Bungalows to operate whenever and wherever con-
ditions are at their best, while our Multi-species operation 
can stay focused and uninterrupted throughout its season. 

.... Fall Notes .... past two decades. Some have proven to be consist-
ently productive and to have justifiable value to 
our angling clientele.  These we continue to fish 
today.  Some have proven to be unsuitable for 
extended utilization or simply don’t provide ade-
quate fishing returns to our angler’s dollar expend-
itures.  These we leave for others.  Of course, 
some are just not so great for fishing.  We take a 
moment to savor the adventure and experience the 

exploration provided 
and simply move on. 
     This river has al-
ready shown us what 
it’s capable of, so we 
have high expectations. 
Our visit six years ago 
produced a 24 pound  
fish, two others over 20 
pounds and nearly a 
half dozen more in the 
teens.  All caught by 2 
anglers in 3 short days.  
And the water was a bit 
high at the time!  Will 
this river prove to be a 
viable long-term desti-

nation for us?  No way to know, but we’ll certain-
ly put it to the test. We expect an exciting explora-
tory, regardless of the long-term results. 

Warning - Exploratory trips are not for eve-
ryone.  They can include rather basic accommoda-
tions, simple meals, untrained staff, and unpredict-
able itineraries. You’ve got to be in it for the ad-
venture or you’re 

     Six years ago, Paul Reiss and Wellington 
Melo were privileged to spend a few days in 
one of the last remaining unfished and un-
marred Indian reservations in Brazil. The 
beautiful blackwater river completely en-
closed within this remote reservation proved 
to be one of the most 
productive giant pea-
cock rivers we had ever 
encountered!  After our 
visit, all we needed was 
the invitation to return 
with a few exploratory 
groups... It never came.  
     Until now! This 
September we were 
surprised but pleased 
by the tribe’s invitation 
to return. After much 
internal discussion and 
an extended period of 
consideration, tribal 
leaders recognized that 
our long history of fair and mutually 
beneficial cooperation with other tribal com-
munities boded well for a sustainable, im-
pact-free utilization of their beautiful river. 
     We’ve done this before, quite a few 
times actually, and with great success.  
Acute Angling has been the pioneering oper-
ator in a good number of fisheries over the 

Wellington Melo with 
a trophy peacock from 
our initial exploratory 
visit to this fishery.

…  Cont’d top of page 2 ...
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better off with our tried and true 
regularly scheduled trips.  But if this is your type of thing, there’s 
nothing more exciting and adventurous.  This is the true test of a 
fishery.  How will it hold up to pressure?  What have we learned 
that we didn’t see on our preliminary visit?  What species are we 
finding?  Is this a place that deserves to become part of our regu-
lar schedule?  We figure it all out together.  Our exploratory an-
glers always have a very special Amazon experience.  They enjoy 
a visit to a unique, pristine river, catch a species mix they might 
never otherwise encounter and take away lifelong memo-

ries.  Even when they don’t lead to new destinations, our explora-
tory trips always provide first class fishing adventure and fun.    

Anglers will arrive via a rather long (6 hours, with one stop)
floatplane flight.  It’s an extremely remote region and as a result 
of the logistical challenges and its location within an Indian reser-
vation, it’s also pretty expensive. We  plan on two or three weeks, 
limited to eight anglers per week, at $7950 per angler.  You can 
buy cheaper trips and more expensive trips, but you can’t buy this 
kind of experience anywhere else at any price.  Space is limited.  
Call us now, toll-free, for more information. 866 832-2987. 

…  Cont’d from page 1 ….. 

Late August brings our beautiful Blackwater Explorer yacht to
the super-productive, exclusive, Igapo Acu Indian reservation.  
Unfortunately, this year late August also brought two horrific hur-
ricanes to the U.S. Southern coast, causing terrible damage and 
human suffering. Although our fishery is over 1000 miles from 
the ocean and not directly affected by hurricanes, hurricane season 
certainly had a huge indirect effect on us, wreaking havoc with air 
travel and planned schedules.  Many of our anglers were unable to 

travel as planned and schedules were turned topsy-turvy. But ad-
justments were made, weeks got shorter or longer as necessary
(hence the unusual, variable number of anglers and fishing days in 
some weeks), and we fished. As the only mothership operation 
privileged to enter this spectacular region, we make the most of 
our 6-week sojourn here.  This gorgeous, enormous fishery is 
known for its remarkable quantity of peacock bass.  As usual, we 
made the most of it and in spite of the upended schedules, our 
totals and averages came out pretty much exactly the same as al-
ways. This season, a total of 61 lucky Acute Anglers wore them-
selves and their arms out, landing a total of 15,487 feisty peacock 
bass. They enjoyed constant action here until early October, when 
we bring our carefully structured southern season to a close and 
move our mothership operation north, to the Rio Negro basin. 

 

By mid-October many of the fisheries in the Rio Negro basin are
well into their falling water regime - our favorite set of fishing 
conditions.  As waters empty from the floodplain and drop below 
the bankfull level, baitfish, forced to leave the draining flooded 
forest, become concentrated in the waters left behind. This rings 
the dinner bell for peacock bass.  They are focused on fattening up 
to prepare for the spawn and congregate wherever feeding oppor-

tunities present themselves.  Meanwhile, spawning sites begin to 
become available as well, so anglers have access to peacock bass in 
all stages of their yearly dry-season cycle. 

The Blackwater 
Explorer, with its
great mobility, is de-
signed to take ad-
vantage of optimal 
fishing conditions 
wherever they may 
be. As the Rio Negro 
season progresses, 
our elegant mother-
ship operation con-

constantly changing 
set of conditions, moving up or down gradient in the main basin, or 
entering tertiary tributaries as necessary, in order to maintain the 
high level of productivity and fishing success we are known for. 

The arrival of our first group here was accompanied by drop-
ping waters, just as we hoped.  We took advantage of these condi-
tions and ran up-gradient in a highly productive tributary where we 
were quickly successful for the first few days.   Weather, however, 
is the one thing we can’t control and the world’s biggest rainforest 
chose to give us a taste of what it’s best known for  - a big serving 
of heavy rain.  Water levels in the tributary quickly began to rise, so 
we did what we’re best known for.  We fired up the engines and 
burned diesel, heading back into the main basin and more coopera-
tive water levels.  Fishing conditions and fishing performance  re-
turned to high productivity and we enjoyed a week’s worth of excel-
lent fishing, thanks to our great mobility and willingness to use it. 

Our second group attacked the fishery with fly rods.  As mem-
bers of a women’s international fly fishing association, they made 
for a boatload of hard-fishing gals, and, oh yeah, they brought their 
husbands along and were kind enough to let them fish also.  Our 
guides were impressed with the level of fly fishing acumen the la-
dies brought to the trip.  This group started out dealing with the ef-
fects of the previous week’s rains, so once again we burned diesel to 
get to more hospitable water levels.  By day two of their week, we 
had accomplished just that and were rewarded with steadily drop-
ping water and steadily improving fishing for the rest of the week. 

Our third group had it easy.  As of this writing, they were
greeted by good conditions. We expect a productive week for them 
and for the rest of our scheduled groups in this famous  fishery.  See 
our next issue for more reports as our fishing season progresses.  

# of Total Fish Fishing Daily Avg Weekly # of 

Anglers Caught Days / Angler / Angler Trophies 

Week 1 5 1265 6 42 253 1 

Week 2 16 2628 5 33 164 4 

Week 3 6 2715 8 57 453 11 

Week 4 10 2420 6 40 242 10 

Week 5 16 4970 6 52 311 11 

Week 6 8 1489 6 31 186 12 

Totals 61 15487 37 42 254 49 

Igapo 

Acu 

Blackwater Explorer stantly seeks out the 
Guides & Hosts best fisheries in a 



 The purveyors of TV ’s River Monsters show have had
quite a successful run providing oddball entertainment starring 
some of the Amazon’s most notable aquatic denizens.  But they 
never concerned themselves with enlightening their audience, or 
for that matter even adhering to scientific fact. One would sup-
pose this is understandable, considering that Hollywood and nov-
el writers do precisely the same to ensure themselves an audi-
ence.  But, from the perspective of an angler who values 
knowledge over someone else’s ratings, this is truly a missed 
opportunity.  Although the show has brought these never-before 
recognized fishes to the public’s attention, it has unfortunately 
burdened them with quasi-mythical characteristics and pseudo-
scientific mumbo-jumbo.  Hardly an educational experience. 

Not so with “Chasing Monsters”.  Like all professional
filmmakers, they are well 
aware of the need to pro-
vide exciting entertainment 
in order to be aired.  But, 
they are simultaneously 
dedicated to dispelling 
myths and legends about 
their subjects and providing 
a factual basis to their 
show.  So how do they 
make it exciting?  Well, the 
Amazon’s a pretty exciting 
place, in and of itself.  In-
stead of filming in staged, 
artificial locations that are 
designed to evoke the wil-
derness, they hopped on a 
floatplane and joined us at 
Picapau Lodge on the truly 
wild and pristine Rio Trav-
essão, the site of our Multi-Species Variety trip operation. 

Located on an island, in the middle of a river, enclosed with-
in a protected Indian reservation, this fishery is home to an in-
credible array of true Amazon river monsters.  Enough different 
species to make a season’s worth of TV shows if you choose to 
film them one at a time and create fake TV drama!  Or, as in this 
case, provide the ability to include enough monster species in one 
show to ensure excitement and entertainment while adhering to 
scientific accuracy and providing factual educational value. 

The monster being chased in this episode is the infamous
electric eel, or “poraque” (Electrophorus electricus).  Often char-
acterized as one of the seven terrors of the Amazon, the electric 
eel is perhaps more deserving of the “monster” sobriquet that 
some of its more infamous fellows, such as piranha or candiru.  
“Poraque” can actually be dangerous.  Like the 133 other species 
in the order Gymnotiformes, the electric eel is equipped with 
modified muscle cells that act as a sixth sense for detecting dan-
ger, prey and potential mates.  Unlike the rest of its group, the 
Poraque is the only one with enough horsepower (up to 600 
volts!) to use its electrical capabilities to stun its prey and to de-
fend itself against potential enemies. 

The show’s star, Cyril Chauquet was charged with finding,
capturing, measuring the size and recording the voltages of these 

particular monsters.  Not so easy!  Although equipped with a formi-
dable armamentarium, Poraque are generally somewhat reclusive 
and tend to avoid contact with anglers whenever possible.  So Cyril 
had to slog his way through a far more aggressive and accessible 
army of awesome gamefish on his way to ultimately encountering 
his electric eels.  Poor guy, every angling technique he tried result-
ed in extended fights with big, fierce Amazon predators.  How sad! 

Jigs and walking stick baits forced him to deal with the power-
ful fast-water peacock bass of the Rio Travessão.  Typically ranging 
from 5 to 10 lbs. and up to 14, these chunky fighters made short 
work of Cyril’s gear, straightening hooks and snapping lines with 
abandon.  Bigger lures put Cyril in direct peril of battling with the 
Amazon’s most underrated gamefish, the ferocious wolfish or 
“trairão”.  These brutish predators range well into the 30 lb. class 
and have viciously toothed jaws, powerful enough to snap through 
wire leaders like sewing thread.  Once hooked, they heave them-
selves into the air, spinning and flailing with abandon and then re-

sorting to powerful, line-peeling 
runs until something breaks or 
they are landed. Big, vampire-
toothed payara stole his lures 
and acrobatic bicuda jumped 
and threw them back at him.  
But, it turned out to be not so 
easy to get at the electric eel 
with typical fishing tactics. 

Using cut bait opened up a
whole other can of worms (pun 
intended).  As soon as a bait hit 
the water, the Travessão’s huge 
black piranha (sometimes ex-
ceeding 8 pounds) would give it 
the once over. That only served 
to attract the true masters of the 
river, the giant Amazon catfish. 
With big, bruising redtail and 
jau cats, each exceeding 100 

pounds, the bottom was well defended.  Pelagic feeders like sleek 
sorubim and enormous (200 plus pound) piraiba catfish patrolled 
the middle reaches, often requiring extended, muscle-straining bat-
tles before they could be landed.  Unfortunately for Cyril, this 
beefed-up aquatic defensive line made encountering electric eels 
pretty unlikely in these deeper waters.  Once again, Cyril got tired. 

Luckily for Cyril, he found the trick to get his job done.  These
somewhat creepy electrical critters seem to be curious.  Fishing 
near a creek mouth, he noted that they’d raise their oddly snakelike 
heads out of the water, seemingly staring right at him and then sub-
merging just slightly as though to let him know he was still being 
watched.  This odd behavior let Cyril see his quarry.  Teasing them 
with a variety of small baits worked to successfully capture them. 

Luckily for us, we’re not chasing electric eels.  Our quarry are
all of the other monsters you have to fight your way through first. 
Anglers on our Multi-Species trips have access to all of these fierce 
fishes and can experience all of the Travessão’s amazing variety or 
focus in on their own particular monster, as they prefer.  Our com-
fortable air-conditioned Picapau Lodge with it’s attentive service, 
full amenities, excellent cuisine and fine wines can make you forget 
the true vastness of the wilderness you’re in, but each day’s new 
fishing adventure quickly brings it back into clear focus.  Join us on 
the fishing adventure of a lifetime.      Click here for more info. 
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The gloves are off!  We have reconfigured our Floating Bunga-
low operation to allow it to operate throughout our Amazon sea-
son, with no constraints, whenever and wherever conditions are 
right. Now, with a fully dedicated operating team, a fleet of brand 
new boats and motors and a totally rebuilt infrastructure

a major logistical, 
operational and scheduling benefit. 

Mechanically, this is the pinnacle of the floating cabin type
fishing mechanism.  Built on seaworthy hulls, rather than flimsy 
pontoons or cumbersome barge underpinnings, our bungalow oper-
ation can move twice as fast as any other floating cabin system in 
the Amazon.  Considering that mobility is the key tool used to pur-
sue the constant goal of maintaining position in optimal water lev-
els, we have an immediate operating advantage.  Coupled with our 

purpose-built, welded aluminum bass boats with 40hp Yamaha 
outboards and powerful trolling motors, our guides can get you 
into the smallest, most secluded waters with a fully equipped, su-
per-stable fishing platform under your feet.  This operation is fo-
cused, first and foremost on catching trophy peacock bass and we 
have the most effective set of tools with which to do it. 

And it’s super comfortable.  Whenever possible, we arrange
our camp on pleasant white sand beaches, where bathing suits and 
bare feet are the most comfortable attire. Our big, roomy cabins 
have private bathrooms, separate en-suite showers, individual air-
conditioners and all the comforts of home.  Full-size beds and 
comfy mattresses ensure that you get the good night’s sleep you 
need to fight and land that dreamed of trophy, while our fully-
equipped kitchen produces gourmet-restaurant quality meals.  No 
one loses weight on our Amazon fishing trips! 

We cap the experience off with impeccable service.  Staffed
by an experienced group of professional employees that have pol-
ished their skills with final training in Acute Angling’s two other 
Amazon operations, this team knows precisely how to deliver the 
comfort, angling success and extra touches that bring the quality of 
our trips a notch above the rest.  From selecting the right wines for 
your meal, fine-tuning the communication between you and your 
guide, delivering freshly laundered and crisply folded laundry to 

your cabin, all the way to offering interesting extras like village 
visits, jungle hikes and shore lunches, our team turns your visit 
into the fishing trip of a lifetime. 

No novice to jungle cuisine, our chef, Loura Artemisia, is
well known to most Acute Anglers.  She had been providing the 
great meals in our Pi-
capau Lodge Multi-
species operation for 
nearly a decade before 
taking over the kitchen 
in our Floating Bunga-
lows this season.  With 
a broad range of main 
dishes and interesting 
appetizers, she ensures 
that the ample meals are 
varied and delicious. 

Our camp host and
client representative, Heraldo Regis, is also no newcomer to Ama-
zon fishing.  With years of experience as an interpreter and camp 
operations manager, he recently polished his skills with a stint 
aboard the Blackwater Explorer, the epitome of customer service. 
Heraldo will greet you on arrival and provide a thorough orienta-
tion regarding the camp’s 
daily schedule and mode 
of operation.  Speaking 
polished English and a 
smattering of other lan-
guages, Heraldo is there 
to make sure your needs 
are taken care of and 
your expectations are 
realized. 

Our Floating Bunga-
low guides all  have
many years of experience 
in headwaters fishing and 
all have spent lots of time 
training and working with 
our Blackwater Explorer 
crew.  Using their spe-
cially designed boats and 
gear to get into hidden upriver waters, they are dedicated to help-
ing you find that giant trophy peacock bass.  They will happily 
instruct you in tactics and techniques, tie your knots, change your 
lures and do whatever is necessary to ensure your success .  

Our season began this September with our Variety Bunga-
low trip.  Located in an uninhabited tertiary tributary in the south-
eastern central Amazon basin, we ply the waters here for pinima 
peacock bass, apapa, giant aruana and a trio of big Amazon cat-
fish.  Our first group of 8 anglers realized over 1000 peacocks 
with numerous peacocks in the 10-14 lb. range.  Over 500 fish of 
other species were caught including big redtail catfish in the 50-
70 lb. range; acrobatic apapa, bicuda, jacunda, pescada, traira, big 
trophy aruana, and hefty Amazon catfish. 

As of this writing, the camp is heading into a headwaters re-
gion of a very productive, big-fish river in the Rio Negro basin.  
Water levels are right and we expect great things from the rest of 
our season.  Although our Floating Bungalow trips are booked 
full through this fall, a handful of openings remain for this winter. 
See page 7 or Call for more info.   Click here for more info. 

Our chef, Loura, 
 knows how to  

     fish too!

Heraldo 
Regis, host 
of our 
Floating 
Bungalow 
camp

Super-shallow draft-
ing boats can get you 
into the 
smallest
water.

Our Floating Bungalow Team - Expert Guides, Experienced Staff 

http://www.acuteangling.com/peacock-bass-trips/amazon-fishing-trip-finder/accomodations/floating-bungalow-camps.html
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Fall 2017 Client Trophy Photos
Acute Anglers take great photos. Some make it into our newsletter, but all can make it onto our website 
in each angler’s very own Photo Gallery. Not only can you show off your catches and share your experi-

ences, but you become eligible to win a free trip in our new Photo Gallery contest! 
Click here to see our anglers Photo Galleries             Click here to request a Gallery of your own   

Bobbie 
Ivey of 
Galveston,  
TX hefts an 
Igapo Acu 
trophy

… and 
his own 
double-
headers

- on a
single
lure!

A Rio Travessao payara
     offers a glimpse of 

     his prodigious
     dentition

Photo by  
Jim Wojciehowski  

See more pictures in our Client’s Photo Galleries.
Or, better yet, open your own photo gallery on our website.  If you’ve fished with Acute Angling, you can 

not only show off your own catches, but become eligible to win a free trip in our exciting new contest! 
Click here to see all Galleries        Click here for Contest Information      Click here to request a Gallery of your own   

Steven Tucker of Anchorage, AK and
 Joel Adler of Atlanta, GA

 with a beautiful Igapo 
 Acu doubleheader

Darren Plank of Nixa, 
MO, catches his own 

trophies ...

Steven Tucker of Anchorage, AK , 
catches his Igapo Acu trophies one 
at a time, also.

Ralph Hayes of La Mesa, 
CA, with one of his many 

Rio Travessao giant piraiba. 

Joyce Wojciehowski 
of Anchorage, AK 
with a Rio
Travessao     
piranha.

Joyce Wojciehowski of of Anchorage, AK with
 a Rio Travessao              redtail catfish.

http://www.acuteangling.com/galleries/
http://www.acuteangling.com/galleries/
http://www.acuteangling.com/peacock-bass-trips/contest/overview.html
http://www.acuteangling.com/peacock-bass-trips/contest/request-a-gallery.html
http://www.acuteangling.com/peacock-bass-trips/contest/request-a-gallery.html
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Our 2018, 2019 and 2020 calendars are in place and have been 
prepared with more built-in flexibility than we’ve ever had 
before.  Our recent operational restructuring has allowed us to 
independently schedule each of our trips in such a way that it is 
simple, easy and cost-effective for you to enjoy two of our fish-
ing adventures on a single airfare to Brazil.  We’ve simply 

staggered all of our transfer days (the days the floatplane or 
charter flies) to enable you to piggy-back among any of the trips 
that are available at the time you’ve selected to travel. 
     With each trip flying on different days, we’ve made it pos-
sible to go right from one to the other while minimizing down-
time between trips.  Book two trips back-to-back and we’ll take 
$1000 off the total trip package, and, on top of that, we’ll cover 
your hotel stay at our new Bristol Hotel home base in Manaus.  
The chart below will give you an overview of the possible com-
binations available for each of our upcoming seasons. 

Transfer (Charter Flight) Days 
Blackwater Blackwater Bungalow Bungalow Rio Travessao Explor- Possible 
Igapo Acu Rio Negro Variety Trophy Multi-Species atory Combinations 

Winter 2018 x Thursday x Wednesday Thursday x BWE/Bungalows   or Bungalows/Multi-Species 

Sept. 2018 Monday x Tuesday x x Friday BWE / Variety Bungalow / Exploratory

Fall 2018 x Thursday x Wednesday Friday x BWE / Bungalows / Multi-Species 

Winter 2019 x Thursday x Thursday Friday x BWE / Bungalows / Multi-Species 

Sept. 2019 Monday x Friday x x x BWE Igapo Acu / Variety Bungalow 

Fall 2019 x Thursday x Wednesday Friday x BWE / Bungalows / Multi-Species 

Winter 2020 x Wednesday x Thursday Friday x BWE / Bungalows / Multi-Species  

Season 

Amaz0n Tidbits - News from the RIVER 
Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon, 
is the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it.  This 
column will appear from time to time in an effort to report 
actual news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.
We Clone a New Operating Team - Our new, extended, bun-
galow schedule allows us to use our focused trophy hunting 
system with complete scheduling independence, fishing where 
and when conditions are at their best.  This has only become 
possible because we’ve created a new team sharing the same 
basic DNA with each of our other operations. 
     It was imperative that this team have the same level of expe-
rience and competence as our others, from day one. So, rather 
than start from scratch with all new hires, we moved key em-
ployees from our other operations into the new one, effectively 
cloning a new team. Chef Loura Artemisia has taken over its 
kitchen, guides Raimundo and Glade its fishing team, and multi
-lingual host Heraldo its client representation duties.  All of
them are well-known to many of our Acute Anglers.  This clon-
ing ensured that any new staff members have an experienced
mentor on site and that the system and routine were well estab-
lished before the first angler arrived. Just like the Blackwater
Explorer and our Multi-species Lodge, anglers can be certain
that our new Floating Bungalow team has the Acute Angling
fishing and customer service playbook well memorized.

We Welcome Chef Luis - Foodies have always loved the 
meals at Picapau Lodge, our Multi-Species destination.  Now 
we’ve taken it up another notch.  Our variety trip now boasts a 
Tuscan-trained Italian maestro; Chef Luis and his assistant, 
Janete.  The couple previously ran the kitchen at an upscale 
tourist hotel in Jericoacoara, Brazil, a high-end coastal resort 
town.  Now, anglers can enjoy a gourmet mix of Tuscan, Bra-
zilian and American cuisine after each day of incredible fishing. 

Fall 2019 - Winter 2020 Schedule Now Open - Although many of 
our trips fill well in advance, our brand new 2019/20 season schedule 
will let you pick precisely what you want. If there’s an Amazon trip 
in your somewhat more distant future and specific dates or destina-
tions are important, now is the time to get your space reserved ... and 
at today’s prices. See our website or call for more information. 

Group Programs - Want to close our yacht, bungalows or lodge for 
your group exclusively? It’s easier than you think!  We have group 
programs for each of our trips that let you hold a date and test the 
waters with your group before you finalize a trip. You can take all 
your fishing buddies along and no outsiders (so you can all behave 
just as poorly as on that last trip to Mexico ... sheesh!). Or make it 
just the family (… surely your mother-in-law would love to go). 
Group programs include significant discounts.  2018 dates will go 
fast! Now is the time to reserve space. They fill rather quickly once 
our show season begins in January. Here’s what’s available for 2018; 

Don’t worry - if none of these dates works just right for you, our 
calendar for 2019 and 2020 has plenty of choices.  Call us and secure 
space early. There are exciting new options coming up next season. 

  Blackwater Explorer - Available 2018 Group Dates; 
CI1 Aug. 27, 2018 Sept 3 $5450 - OPEN - 
CN6 Nov. 15, 2018 Nov. 22 $4450 - OPEN - 
CN7 Nov. 22, 2018 Nov. 29 $4450 - OPEN - 
CN11 Dec. 20, 2018 Dec. 27 $4450 - OPEN - 
CN12 Dec. 27, 2018 Jan. 3 $4450 - OPEN - 

  Variety Floating Bungalow - Available 2018 Group Dates; 
CE2 Sept. 11, 2018  Sept. 18 $4250 - OPEN - 
CE3 Sept. 18, 2018 Sept. 25 $4250 - OPEN - 

  Floating Bungalow - Rio Negro - Available 2018 Group Dates; 
CF2 Oct. 17, 2018 Oct. 24 $4950 - OPEN - 
CF3 Oct. 24, 2018 Oct. 31 $4950 - OPEN - 

  Rio Travessão Multi-Species Lodge - Available 2018 Group Dates; 
CTY Oct. 19, 2018 Oct. 26 $5450 - OPEN - 
CT0 Oct. 26, 2018 Nov. 2 $5450 - OPEN - 
CT3 Nov. 16, 2018 Nov. 23 $5450 - OPEN - 
CT4 Nov. 23, 2018 Nov. 30 $5450 - OPEN - 
CT5 Nov 30, 2018 Dec. 7 $5450 - OPEN - 
CT8 Dec. 14, 2018 Dec. 21 $5450 - OPEN - 



  

 

     Arapaima fishing can be tough. Most of the waters that 
hold them are loaded with food and are replenished each year 
by the flood pulse.  By the time these beasts start getting hun-
gry, the rains come and they leave their temporary dry season 
lakes to rejoin the river-spanning flooded forests.  Under these 
conditions arapaima are choosy and lazy, preferring slow mov-
ing baitfish and inhalable shrimp.  They just won’t bother with 
artificials under these conditions.  But we never stop search-
ing—we’re always looking 
for the next fishing oppor-
tunity.  In a quick (2 day) 
exploratory, we’ve found a 
solution; a chain of 5 iso-
lated lakes independent of 
the floodplain; fishable 
during our entire season 
and with hungry fish that 
take lures and flies! 
     Did I say they take 
lures and flies?  You can 
bet on it and we will! 
(presuming you have at 
least a basic ability to de-
liver a lure).  If you don’t 
hook up at least once, we’ll 
refund your entire trip cost!  
If you don’t hook up at 
least twice or land at least 
one fish we’ll give back 
half the trip cost.  How’s 
that for a guarantee!  Here’s why we’re so confident.  In the 
first morning of our exploratory here we quickly probed three 
of the five lakes and hooked up with big arapaima on swim-
ming plugs, jigs and flies.  Better yet, they just crushed Zara 
Spooks, exploding on them the way you’d expect a 100 pound 
peacock would!  We hooked up 9 times between two anglers 
with huge adult fish from 80 to 200 pounds, all in a single 
morning.  We were so taken with this fishery that we spent the 
afternoon hiking around and figuring out how our anglers 
would best access each of the five lakes. 

     A fisheries census of these lakes shows the total population 
of adult arapaima here is between 1000 and 1200 fish.  We’ve 
set a daily limit of three fish per angler to protect this fishery, so 
it will be a long, long time before this many fish start wising up 
to anglers. We think we’re making a pretty safe bet, so we’ll 
offer our guarantee for the entire 2018/2019 season here. 
     What happens if you limit out on arapaima?  Why you 
simply switch tactics and gear and fish for big tambaqui, chunky 
cara açu, pacu and small papoca peacock bass (Cichla monocu-
lus).  You can even take an ultralight spinner or bring a light fly 
rod and fish for matrinchão.  Catch all you can.  You’ll have the 
rest of the fishing day full of unusual fish to add to your list. 
     We want to protect this fishery.  Arapaima are notorious for 
succumbing to excessive stress and handling, so we’ve instituted 

a 3 per angler per day limit.  We want to 
minimize break-offs or extended strug-
gles, so we’re providing the rods and reels 
and line (you may bring your own only if 
it has the same or better capability). Fish 
must remain in the water to be unhooked 
by your guide; you may join in for photo-
graphs and the release if you wish. Your 
English-speaking guide will make sure 
you are successful and help with all fish 
handling aspects of the day. 
      Here’s the program.  This one- day 
trip is only available as an add-on to an 
Acute Angling trip.  It is not available to 
other anglers.  The trip includes; 
1. One extra night at the Bristol hotel 
2. Pick up and return to the Bristol          
(approx. 1 hour drive time). 
3. Delicious lunch, Amazon style. 
4. One day guided fishing. 
5. All conventional rods, reels, line. 
Not included - lures, fly fishing gear. 

     We have negotiated an exclusive agreement for this private-
ly owned fishery and it will be available throughout our entire 
fishing season as an add-on to any of our three fishing trip types.  
Price per angler is $1250 USD.  Anglers will fish two to a boat 
with a Brazilian guide.  We prefer to limit access to 2 anglers per 
day if at all possible, so dates should be arranged well in ad-
vance to be certain you can adjust your travel and attach this side
-trip successfully to your existing trip schedule. 
     Call us for more information.  The trip is available for 
scheduling immediately as of this publication. 
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A natural creek (igarape), draining into the Rio              Negro, has been partitioned and expanded    into a chain of five elongate lakes. The original 
fish population has grown to accommodate the               enlarged space, providing access to a wealth  of fishes that are otherwise tough to encounter. 
 

Arapaima exceeding 150 pounds can be caught here, along 
with hefty tambaqui, papoca peacock bass, cara and more. 



 

 

 

# Departs Manaus Returns Price  Availability  

2017  Fall 2017 / Winter 2018 Season - Variety Trip Schedule    17 / 18  

BT7 Dec. 14th, 2017 Dec. 21 $5450 - 2 openings - 

BT9 Dec. 28th, 2017 Jan. 4, 2018 $5450 - 2 openings - 

BT10 Jan. 25th, 2018 Feb. 1 $5450 -  1 opening - 

$4250 - Double Occupancy 
$4750 - Single Occupancy 

                 Blackwater Explorer   
                        Amazon peacock bass  

                     $4450 - Double Occupancy  -  $4950 - Private Cabin 

# Leaves Manaus Returns Price Availability 

 

Remaining Availability for This Season (Fall 2017 / Winter 2018)   
2017 Fall 2017 Season - Rio Negro Basin -  Available Spaces    

‘17  /   ‘18  

BN9 Dec. 8, 2017 Dec. 15 $4450 - 4 openings - 

Xmas Dec. 22, 2017 Dec. 29 $4450 - 6 openings - 

 2018 Winter 2018 Season - Early Available Spaces     

BN13 Jan. 4, 2018 Jan. 11 $4450 - 6 openings - 

BN15 Jan. 18, 2018 Jan. 25 $4450 - 4 openings - 

BN17 Feb. 1, 2018 Feb. 8 $4450 - 2 openings - 

   
*Note - Available spaces 

 are shown as of Nov.15, 2017 
 

Dates NOT listed are full. 

Toll-free (866) 832-2987 - Paul Reiss - Ext. 1 or Garry Reiss - Ext. 2   
or email us at  webmaster@acuteangling.com 

   

                                                                                                                          

 Leaves Manaus Returns Price Availability 

 

2018 Winter 2018 Season - Rio Negro Basin -   Available Spaces     W
inter ‘18

 

BF8 Jan. 10, 2018 Jan. 17 $4950 -  1 opening - 

BF10 Jan. 24, 2018 Jan. 31 $4950 -  2 openings - 

BF11 Jan. 31, 2018 Feb. 7 $4950 -  2 openings - 

BF12 Feb. 21, 2018 Feb. 28 $4950 -  2 openings - 

   

2018  Fall 2018 Season - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces  

CI1 Aug. 27, 2018 Sept. 3 $5450 - open - 

Fall 2018 / W
inter 2019 - Season 

CI3 Sept. 10, 2018 Sept. 17 $5450 - 1 opening - 

CI5 Sept. 24, 2018 Oct. 1 $5450 - 4 openings - 

 Fall 2018 / Winter 2019 - Rio Negro Basin -  Available Spaces    

CN6 Nov. 15, 2018 Nov. 22 $4450 - open - 

CN7 Nov. 22, 2018 Nov. 29 $4450 - open - 

CN9 Dec. 6, 2018 Dec. 13 $4450 - open - 

CN10 Dec. 13, 2018 Dec. 20 $4450 - 10 openings - 

Xmas Dec. 20, 2018 Dec. 27 $4450 - open - 

CN12 Dec. 27, 2018 Jan. 3, 2019 $4450 - open - 

CN13 Jan. 3, 2019 Jan. 10 $4450 - 8 openings - 

CN14 Jan. 10, 2019 Jan. 17 $4450 - open - 

CN15 Jan. 17, 2019 Jan. 24 $4450 - 12 openings - 

CN16 Jan. 24, 2019 Jan. 31 $4450 - open - 

CN17 Jan. 31, 2019 Feb. 7 $4450 - open - 

CN19 Feb. 14, 2019 Feb. 21 $4450 - 10 openings - 

CN20 Feb. 21, 2019 Feb. 28 $4450 - open - 

CN21 Feb. 28, 2019 March 7 $4450 - open - 

*Note - Dates available for group programs 
 are denoted with blue highlights. - open - 

 2018  Fall 2018 / Winter 2019 -  Multi-Species Variety Trip Schedule   

Fall 2018 / W
inter 2019

 

CT2 Nov. 9th, 2018 Nov. 16 $5750 - 4 openings - 

CT3 Nov. 16th, 2018 Nov. 23 $5750 - open - 

CT4 Nov. 23rd, 2018 Nov. 30 $5750 - open - 

CT5 Nov. 30th, 2018 Dec. 7 $5750 - 4 openings - 

CT7 Dec. 14th, 2018 Dec. 21 $5750 - open - 

CT9 Dec. 28th, 2018 Jan. 4, 2019 $5750 - open - 

CT10 Jan. 4th, 2019 Jan. 11, 2019 $5750 - open - 

CT11 Jan. 11th, 2019 Jan. 18, 2019 $5750 - open - 

CT12 Jan. 18th, 2019 Jan. 25, 2019 $5750 - open - 

CT13 Jan. 25th, 2019 Feb. 1, 2019 $5750 - 4 openings - 

CT14 Feb. 1st, 2019 Feb. 8, 2019 $5750 - open - 

CT1 Nov. 2nd, 2018 Nov. 9 $5750 - 6 openings - 

2018 Fall 2018 Season - Rio Negro Basin -  Available Spaces        Fall  

CF2 Oct. 17, 2018 Oct. 24 $4950 - open - 

CF3 Oct 24, 2018 Oct. 31 $4950 - open - 

CF5 Nov. 7, 2018 Nov. 14 $4950 -  4 openings - 

2018 Fall 2018 Season - Variety Bungalow Trip  - Rio Piranima 2018
 

CE3 Sept. 18, 2018 Sept. 25 $4250 -  - open - 

CE4 Sept. 25, 2018 Oct. 2 $4250 -  4 openings - 2019  Fall 2019 Season - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces  

DI1 Aug. 25, 2019 Sept. 1 $5450 - open - Fall 

DI2 Sept. 1, 2019 Sept. 9 $5450 - open - 

DI3 Sept. 16, 2019 Sept. 23 $5450 - open - 

DI6 Sept. 30, 2019 Oct. 7 $5450 - 6 openings - 

mailto:webmaster@acuteangling.com



